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Introduction

With the growing realisation that burning fossil fuels might have some undesirable side-effects on our
climate, the quest is on for other means to power our civilisation.

Batteries are a promising candidate, as the growing number of battery-powered vehicles and devises
shows. But they mostly rely on (heavy) metals. Mining these metals can be destructive both for the
people working in the mines and the landscape surrounding them. But even if we take care not to harm
the people and the environment in the mining process, one problem is looming in the distance: metals are
a finite resource. So I was happy to find, in a small lab somewhere in the Ångström building of Uppsala
University, a group of people led by Martin Sjödin working hard on developing an all-organic battery.

The group of Sjödin develops batteries based around quinones, organic substances that are capable of
absorbing protons (forming a hydroquinone) in a reversible redox reaction, with water as the electrolyte.
This actually works.1 In order to become a useful asset in our society, we will have to scale them up. But
this up-scaling is not as straightforward as it may sound. Depending on the size of the battery, it may
take weeks or even months for the battery to fully charge or discharge—a large battery means that the
protons have to cover large distances and since diffusion is their main way of transport, this may take a
long while; years, possibly. See Appendix A for details.

Since both sides of the battery accept the same ion (protons), and since the electrodes are porous, it is
possible to use electrolyte flow to transport the ions from the cathode to the anode and vice-versa. Since
no such battery can be made in the lab with current technology (and money), this is where computer
simulations, carried out by this piece of software called COMSOL, enter the scene. It doesn’t care about
the actual size of the battery, maybe apart from extra computation time. Using a computer has a num-
ber of other advantages: one can perform experiments a lot of times, in different (lab) conditions (even
those that would be hard to create in an actual lab), all at the same cost. The results can be made visible
nearly immediately to great accuracy and detail, without you having to worry about how exactly you
are going to measure everything, and time can be sped up or slowed down at will. You can also change
the laws of nature and all the properties of the materials involved, though you should be careful with that.

This report consists of two parts, which are two attempts to make a working simulation, the second one
being more successful than the first one. In my previous report I explained what COMSOL looks like
and how it works. This report builds on that knowledge, so I will not repeat its contents here, that is,
I assume that terms like ‘node’ or ‘geometry’ are known to my reader(s). I learned many a thing from
my supervisor Martin Sjödin and also from Shweta Dhillon, who helped me out with COMSOL. I want
to thank them for investing the time and effort to help me out with my internship. To give them credits
accordingly, when one of them was the source of information, I decided to use [S] (Sjödin) and [D]
(Dhillon) whenever the source of information was one of them.

I hope that my work will contribute, even if just a little bit, to the development of more sustainable
batteries in the near future.

1See Emanuelsson, R., M. Sterby, M. Strømme, and M. Sjödin, 2017: An All-Organic Proton Battery. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 139,
4828-4834
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Part I

COMSOL is a simulation software package in which much of the work is already done for you. On top
of that, the installation comes with a number of pre-built interfaces. Two examples are the ‘Lithium-
ion battery’ interface, especially suited to model these types of batteries, and the ‘Battery with binary
electrolyte’ interface, which resembles the Li-ion one but is more general in its applications.

Simulations are not perfect, and one has to choose the model that fits reality best. We decided to go
with the ‘Battery with binary electrolyte’ interface for the following reason. In our model of the battery,
at the cathode side protons (H+) react with the quinones (Q), where they form a hydroquinone (QH2).
At the anode it’s the other way around according to

Cathode: Q + 2H+ + 2e− → QH2

Anode: QH2 → Q + 2H+ + 2e−

When charging the battery, the reactions reverse. Although this is strictly speaking not an intercalation
reaction, it can be approximated as one. This means we can use the ‘Battery with binary electrolyte’
interface which, together with the Li-ion interface, is the only interface that can incorporate particle in-
tercalation and solid-state diffusion of particles in the electrodes. It is the hydroquinones that I will refer
to as the intercalation species since it is the species that is formed when the protons enter the electrode
[D]. The ‘binary’ part of the interface refers to the fact that the electrolyte is assumed to consists of a
certain salt, containing a positive ion and a negative ion. In the case of our quinone battery the salt
is H2SO4 which breaks apart into H+ and HSO−4 . These charges then move about to fulfill the charge
balance.

As I wrote in my previous report, we have to create a certain geometry, separated into (three) domains:

Domain 1 and 3 are so-called porous electrodes where the particle intercalation and solid-state diffusion
take place. Domain 1 is the cathode of the battery, domain 3 the anode and domain 2 a bit of electrolyte
that separates the electrodes to prevent a short circuit. With the geometry and the physics in place, we
can start experimenting.
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When charging or using the battery, at some point each electrode will either be fully charged or fully
discharged. This is characterised by their state-of-charge (SOC). Each electrode has its own SOC, ranging
between 0 (fully discharged) and 1 (fully charged). When the SOC does not stay within these limits, you
know something is wrong. This is what happened in earlier versions of the program. In a certain run of
the simulation the SOC, indicated by a coloured line for each electrode, behaved like so:

Figure 1: The SOC, indicated by a coloured line for each electrode, should not behave like this.

And then it would just continue—to infinity and beyond. Needless to say, a SOC that is higher than 1 or,
possibly even worse, lower than 0 makes no sense at all.

When you do not understand why something is not working, it is always a good idea to investigate
something that does work and then try to break that. So I opened one of the experimental simulations
that I made earlier on the Li-ion battery and tried to find out how to break it. It was a working simulation
with the SOC always neatly between 0 and 1 no matter what. What was its secret?

While solving this problem I learned a lot about how COMSOL works. I found out that the number
one most important equation in the simulation is the one for the exchange current density. It is a measure
of the amount of reactions taking place in the electrode and is given in the unit A/m2. All the important
quantities of the battery condense into this equation. It, in turn, depends on the type of electrode kinetics
that governs how the reactions take place. Electrode kinetics is a subject on its own; for me, what is
important is the equation that comes along. Without going into to much detail, both for ‘Butler-Volmer’
and ‘Insertion reaction’ electrode kinetics the equation for the exchange current density given by COMSOL
is

iloc = i0

(
exp

(
αaFη

RT

)
− exp

(
−αcFη
RT

))
(1)

where iloc is the (local) exchange current density at the interface between the electrolyte and the elec-
trode. It depends on the Faraday constant F , the molar gas constant R, the temperature T , the anodic
and cathodic transfer coefficients αa and αc and the overpotential η = E − Eeq where E is the (applied)
potential and Eeq is the equilibrium potential (at which there are equally many forward as backward
reactions [S]).

In the working simulation with the Li-ion battery, it turned out that the aforementioned problem
with the boundless SOC could be reproduced by changing the electrode kinetics from insertion to Bulter-
Volmer; the SOC became unbounded where it previously was not. This in turn means that in order for
our program to work, we need to change the kinetics from Butler-Volmer to insertion. So in order for the
SOC to give any sensible information you have to switch to insertion reaction being the type of electrode
kinetics, even though the equation looks the same as for Butler-Volmer. I suspect that if you choose some
different type of electrode kinetics, like Butler-Volmer, then COMSOL ignores the particle intercalation
altogether, leading to an incorrect description of the SOC.
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The reason why I spend so many words on this is that the choice for insertion reaction means a lot more
trouble in other parts of the simulation. One of the issues is how the results from the simulation compare
to the observations from the lab. I’ll try to walk you through the problem, and the solution. We look again
at equation (1). For the description of the insertion reaction it is important to see what the i0 stands for.
It is the following equation:

i0 = i0,ref(T )

(
cs

cs,ref

)αc
(

cs,max − cs

cs,max − cs,ref

)αa
(

cl

cl,ref

)αc
(

c0

c0,ref

)αa

where cs, cland c0 are the concentrations of the intercalation species, electrolyte and solvent, respectively.
The term i0,ref(T ) is again an equation, or rather a constant defined by an equation. You can regard it as
some kind of ‘scale factor’ or normalising factor which is determined by experiment. In our case, a wise
choice for this term would be to let it contain information about the active material used in the battery,
according to

i0,ref(T ) = F · C · l · k0
where F is Faraday’s constant (C/mol), C the concentration of the redox species (mol/m3), l the thickness
of the active layer (m) and k0 is the rate constant associated with the reaction (1/s).

A few remarks can be made about this equation. First of all, i0 = i0,ref(T ) when all the concentrations
are equal to their reference concentration, so cs = cs,ref etc. This can be seen as the definition of the
reference concentrations: those concentrations for which the exchange current density is the reference
current density. Another important remark is to be made about when the exchange current density is
zero. This happens whenever one of the numerators is zero. The important ones to note are when cs = 0
or cs = cs,max, the latter meaning that the concentration of intercalation species is equal to the maximum
concentration that the electrode can hold.2 This makes sense. If there are no intercalation species then
there is nothing that can react, so there is no current. If the intercalation species are at their maximum
concentration, no further reactions can occur and the exchange current is again zero. This, then, is why
the SOC will remain between 0 and 1, as it should.

But as I mentioned there is a problem. As can be seen in equation (1), whenever E = Eeq then η = 0
which means that the exchange current density will be zero. This in turn means that no net reaction will
take place at either electrode. However, from experiment it is known that when the equilibrium potential
is applied, the battery should move towards equilibrium, meaning that reactions continue to occur until
both electrodes have an SOC of 0.5. This is not what happens in our model and it is a direct consequence
of the choice of kinetics.

As I argued before, changing the type of kinetics is not an option. How, then, can we explain to our
simulation software what it is supposed to do? Instead of setting the equilibrium potential to be constant,
we have the option to make it dependent on the concentrations according to the Nernst equation:3

Eeq = Eeq,ref(T )− RT

nF
ln

(
CR

CO

)
where Eeq,ref(T ) is some temperature-dependent reference potential, n is the amount of electrons that is
involved in the reaction and CR and CO are the concentrations of the oxidised (quinones) and reduced
(hydroquinones) species, respectively. Its use becomes clear when we fill in this expression in equation
(1), for which I would like to refer to Appendix B. The result of the calculation is that

iloc = i′0

(
CR exp

(
αaFη

′

RT

)
− CO exp

(
−αcFη′

RT

))
. (2)

The point here is that if η′ = 0, then both the exponents are 1, but since CR and CO are different the two
terms do not cancel each other out as they would have done in equation (1). This means that the current
will then not be zero, until CR and CO are equal, that is, when the SOC is 0.5. In figure 2 you can see
the resulting graph.

So far it was all looking good. But then I decided to run the simulation for a while longer, just to see
what happens. What happened can be seen in figure 3.

2The electrolyte and solvent concentrations (cl and c0) either remain constant or change only very little with respect to the
concentration of the intercalation species (cs) and will note be the reason for i0 to become zero.

3Admittedly, this is not entirely correct. The Nernst equation is only valid when the system is in equilibrium and very often it is
not. We will find out if this approximation is a reasonable one when we compare the results of the simulation with the results from
the lab.
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Figure 2: The resulting SOC when you apply the equilibrium potential of 0.4 V to the cathode. Both the
electrodes then move to the equilibrium state of SOC = 0.5. The time scale is very short; I made the
conductivities very large, in the order of 107 to 108 S/m, hoping to make diffusion the limiting factor in
the battery, so that we could study its behaviour in that case.

Figure 2 and 3 are of the same simulation, only the former shows only the first second and the latter
shows one minute. As can be seen, what first looked promising actually becomes something very worrying
when you run the simulation for a longer time. The worrying aspect are that (1) the SOC decreases on
both electrodes at the same time4 and (2) that the simulation crashed after having simulated about 34
seconds. Clearly something was wrong.

In one of our meetings, Martin noticed that besides diffusion, there was also electrolyte conductivity
in the battery. Charge is then not only transported through the electrolyte by ions, but also by electrons.
To show this, I apply a so-called ‘voltage ramp’, meaning that the applied electric potential is ranged
from (in this case) 0 V to 0.75 V and back, in twenty minutes. If you then plot the current against the
potential, you will get what is called a cyclic voltammogram (CV). I will come back to this again in Part II
of this report because this is an important technique that is often used in electrochemistry. When I set the
electrolyte conductivity to a very low value of 1 mS/m, the CV looks like the one shown in figure 4. The
lower you put the electrolyte conductivity, the more the CV starts to resemble a diagonal line. This means
that the current depends linearly on applied potential, meaning ohmic resistance [S] since U = R · I.
When, instead, you apply a current to the battery, it can be seen that the voltage difference between the
electrodes increases to bizarre heights. If your battery shows this behaviour, then it is not a battery but a
resistor.

Although the presence of the electrolyte conductivity may not look like a big problem, it actually
turned out to be precisely that. Apparently most—if not all—of the battery behaviour we have seen in
this simulation is due to the conduction of electrons through the electrolyte rather than the movement
of ions.5 I was hoping that we could set the electrolyte conductivity to zero and solve the problem, but
within the interface we are using here COMSOL doesn’t allow you to do so. We’re stretching the program
beyond what it is supposed to do, resulting in graphs like figure 2 and 3 that do not make sense. As far as
I can tell, both in the ‘Battery with binary electrolyte’ and the Li-ion interface the electrolyte conductivity
cannot be set to zero.

4In some instances of the simulation, the SOC increased on both electrodes at the same time, probably as a result of the voltage
that is applied and the conductivities that are chosen. I cannot pinpoint exactly why this; maybe the charge is drawn from the
electrolyte, or it simply is a computational error.

5When the electrolyte conductivity is put to a low value, then the SOC does not change anymore; the electrodes do not move to
their equilibrium states anymore when applying 0.4 V, not even after 120 days in-simulation time.
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Figure 3: The continuation of figure 2, which shows the first second of this graph. Unexpected and
unwanted behaviour reveals itself when the simulation runs for a longer time: apparently the electrodes
start leaking away their charge (into the electrolyte).

Figure 4: A cyclic voltammogram (CV) from our battery simulation showing worrisome ohmic resistance
behaviour. (Never mind the actual scale on the vertical axis, since not all the parameters were ‘tuned’
yet).
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Part II

To summarise what we know now: if we want to study particle intercalation, we have to use the ‘Battery
with binary electrolyte’ or the ‘Li-ion’ interface. But the conclusion from Part I is that both of these
interfaces come with electrolyte conductivity. If we don’t want the electrolyte conductivity, we need to go
to another interface—meaning that we lose the particle intercalation.

In my quest for a way out, I considered some sort of a hybrid setup: model the particle intercalation
(including resistance in the electrodes, all the reaction kinetics and solid-state diffusion) using one model,
try to somehow input the results to another model, and let that simulate the diffusion of the protons and
the flow. But, besides being quite tedious, I don’t think this will give us any information we do not already
have. The equations governing the particle intercalation are known, the equations describing diffusion
and flow are known as well; the interesting question to answer is: how do they interact? How does the
diffusion influence the reaction, and vice versa? I don’t think those questions will then be answered. The
power of COMSOL is that in principle it should be able to combine all these different aspects. So to me,
it makes more sense to have one single simulation—even though that means that some things cannot be
implemented and, as we shall see, to implement other things we need a bit of creativity.

Let us try changing to a different interface, namely to the one called ‘Tertiary current distribution’. From
the COMSOL documentation I cite that it ‘describes the current and potential distribution in an electro-
chemical cell taking into account the individual transport of charged species (ions) and uncharged species
in the electrolyte due to diffusion, migration and convection’. Another advantage is that it can take the
the water-based electrolyte into account.

After having studied all the available electrode nodes in the program I concluded that there is only one
way to have both the correct description of currents and potentials in the electrode as well as the actual
reactions that are taking place of converting a quinone into a hydroquinone and vice versa: you have to
use a porous electrode. A glance at the documentation shows that the porous electrode in the simulation
should only be used when there is conductivity in both the solid as well as the electrolyte phase. Since
we do not want the electrolyte conductivity we cannot use it all the way through the battery. Therefore I
was thinking of a setup like this:
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In domain 1 we have a porous electrode.6 Here the reaction QH → Q + H takes place.7 The protons
then travel through domain 2, which is a ‘separator’ meaning that it is a porous domain without being
an electrode. The idea is that this part of the simulation then models the diffusion of the protons,
without conducting a current in the electrolyte. The protons then travel through domain 3, which is just
electrolyte to make sure that the electrodes do not touch and then through domain 4 which is again a
porous domain. Then they enter domain 5 which is the other porous electrode, where they undergo the
reaction Q + H→ QH which closes the circle.

In this interface we cannot choose ‘insertion reaction’ to be the type of electrode kinetics like we did in
Part I since it does not support this. But we can now choose ‘concentration-dependent kinetics’ which is
given by the equation

iloc = i0

(
CR exp

(
αaFη

RT

)
− CO exp

(
−αcFη
RT

))
(3)

where the symbols are equal to those in equation (1), the basis equation in Part I, with the addition of
the reduced species CR (the hydroquinones) and the oxidised species CO (the quinones). The advantage
of this is that our equation already looks like equation (2), which took so much effort to get to. We can
skip the entire calculation to get the equation correct since it already is correct.

In this setup, we actually see the ‘creation’ and ‘removal’ of protons according to the reaction QH ⇀↽
Q + H, something that could not be seen in the previous model. Protons fulfill an active role in the
reactions instead of just moving according to the charge balance. However, I noticed that everything in
the battery was floating about, including the quinones. They did not remain in the electrode domains 1
and 5, but started ‘leaking’ into domains 2 and 4. In fact, they will travel all the way to the other side of
the battery which effectively neutralises the purpose of the battery. To account for this, you have to put
their diffusion coefficient to zero.

Since this simulation looks promising, it is time to see how we can compare the results against experi-
ment. We can do this by making a cyclic voltammogram (CV) which we saw briefly in Part I. It is produced
by applying a voltage ramp to an electrode of the battery and measuring the resulting current. A voltage
should always be given with respect to some reference. In the lab some reference electrode is introduced
with a known potential. In COMSOL, there is no need to add a reference electrode since the program
can measure whichever parameter at any given time. But the setup differs in the sense that one of the
electrodes must be grounded. This means that its potential will always be 0 V. In reality, the potential
may very well be something different than that. But if you shift all the potentials then it’s the same thing.

6This domain actually consists of two domains. I found that the quinone concentration does not drop to zero immediately, but
smoothly transitions to zero on the boundary, meaning that a small portion of it enters domain 2. Eventually, especially when
adding flow, this means that the quinones will ‘leak out’. Splitting both the electrodes into two parts solves this problem.

7Strictly speaking each quinone can hold two protons, but I will consider just one for now for simplicity.
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Figure 5: Applied potential (to the cathode) as a function of time. This graph translates to a scan rate of
0.4 mV/s.

It doesn’t really matter what you choose the reference voltage to be, as long as the voltage difference be-
tween the anode and the cathode side of the battery is conserved. In the case of the quinones researched
here, this voltage difference is 0.4 Volt.

Quite to my own surprise, the simulation seems to be working rather well. I decided to apply a voltage
ramp like in figure 5. The resulting CV and the SOC can be seen in figure 6 and 7. Figure 8 shows another
CV but with a higher scan rate.
Apart from applying a potential and measuring the current, another important way to investigate a
battery is to apply a current and then measuring the resulting potential. It also resembles better what
would happen when you charge the battery which is done by applying a current and not by applying a
potential. I apply a current as given in figure 9. The resulting SOC can be seen in figure 10 and the
cathode potential is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 6: The resulting cyclic voltammogram after applying the voltage ramp given in figure 5. Note that
the y-axis in the voltage ramp is be the x-axis in this CV. I removed the first data point in this graph, since
it would give a current so negative that the rest of the graph is not visible. Again, never mind the actual
value on the y-axis, a number of constants need to be fine-tuned after more experimental data is in when
the battery is built in the lab.

Figure 7: The resulting SOC after applying the voltage ramp given in figure 5. (As can be seen here, in
the first data point the electrodes quickly go to a SOC of 0 and 1. This leads to enormous currents but
only for a short time.)
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Figure 8: The resulting cyclic voltammogram after applying the voltage ramp given in figure 5 but then
30 times faster, at a scan rate of 12.5 mV/s. I increased the amount of data points to resolve the graph
better. As can be seen from the shape of this graph, the reaction becomes ‘diffusion limited’.

Figure 9: The current step applied to the cathode to charge the battery. Again I removed the first data
point, since the battery needs some time to adjust itself to equilibrium, and that first data point would
distort the graph.
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Figure 10: The resulting SOC after applying the current step given in figure 9.

Figure 11: The resulting cathode potential after applying the current step given in figure 9.
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Conclusion and outlook

I am fairly confident that we got ourselves a working simulation now. It seems like you cannot have both
particle intercalation and a correct description of ion transport, at least not over long distances. In that
case, it seems fair to choose the model that can simulate the ion transport correctly. Before we can do
any reasonable predictions, it is important that all the parameters in the simulation are optimised so as
to reflect reality best. But the foundations are laid, and we are ready to continue.

The interface that we are using now is quite versatile, and more interfaces can be added to it to make
the simulation more accurate. The catch is that it can be hard to make these interfaces cooperate. For
example, from what I found, the interface ‘Battery with binary electrolyte’ and ‘Laminar flow’ ignore each
other, meaning that the laminar flow does not actually move the ions that are in the electrolyte.8

There is this interface called ‘transport of diluted species in porous media’ which sounds an awful
lot like what we need. After almost having set it aside because it could not be coupled to the interface
‘Tertiary current distribution’, one of the available nodes struck my eye: the ‘Porous Electrode Coupling’.
From the COMSOL documentation I quote that you can ‘use this node to add a molar source in a domain
that is coupled to one or multiple Porous Electrode Reaction nodes of an Electrochemistry Interface’. This
sounds very promising indeed and looks to me like a good next step in further improving the model.

If all efforts are in vain and the two interfaces cannot be coupled, we can always reach back to a built-
in option of convection that comes with the ‘Tertiary current distribution’ interface, with the trade-off
that it is much less accurate and limited in what it can do. But it might suffice, it is just not very detailed.

The diffusion coefficient of the quinones is zero, but this does not mean that they are immobile. They
still respond to convection, which makes things a bit tricky. I think a solution is to let the electrolyte flow
only in those domains where there are no quinones, so that means domain 2, 3 and 4 in the figure on
page 7. This is just a simulation thing that does not have to be (and probably cannot be) implemented in
reality.

I did a couple of experiments on this, but so far I have not found a difference between adding a flow
or not. I increased all the dimensions of the battery, to a cube of about a decimeter on each side, and
tried different velocities from 1 cm/s to 1 m/s but found no difference with or without the flow. I did
expect some sort of benefit since I assumed that diffusion would be a bottleneck in a large battery, but
according to my simulation there wasn’t. But many parameters are still uncertain and I don’t exclude that
we may very well find a positive effect when all the parameters are set correctly and the model is further
optimised.

This concludes my work for this particular project. I hope I managed to explain the things that I did and
the choices that I made in building the simulation, and that, maybe, my work has already increased our
knowledge of all-organic electrolyte flow-batteries.

8Another indication that the battery interface and the flow interface were not cooperating was that you have to define the
porous domain properties twice, once for the battery and once for the flow. This should not be the case, right? You can, for
example, define a porosity of 0.1 for the battery and then 0.5 for the flow, in the same domain. That can only be the case if these
two are independent.
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Some final comments

2020 was a strange year. The pandemic has affected my work as well. I wanted to make a Part III, but
unfortunately I have not been able to finish this. However, I would still like to show my final thoughts
on how the model can be improved. I did not want to interrupt the flow of the report with unfinished
results, so that is why I will show them here.

When we were discussing the results from Part II, Martin and I realised that it makes much more
sense to have the active material placed horizontally in the simulated battery, instead of vertically as I
did in Part II; see figure 12. This configuration resembles the structure of an actual battery much better
as it incorporates the fact that some reactions take place near the current collector while other reactions
take place further down the electrode. This also means that resistivity in the battery electrodes is now
correctly implemented. Furthermore, it makes it much easier to implement electrolyte flow since the
electrolyte, entering on the left and leaving on the right, is not suddenly confronted with a wall of active
material as it would in the setup of Part II.

Figure 12: The proposed new layout of the battery with the active material (in blue) placed horizontally
as ‘pillars’.

A consequence of this new geometry is that the porosity of the electrodes can be implemented, in the
sense that you can change the dimensions of the pillars of active material (coloured blue in figure 12) in
the model to get the correct electrolyte-to-electrode ratio. Too see how, let’s start with the following vari-
ables (which can also be seen in figure 12): the thickness l of the active layer (including the backbone),
the electrode height h, the electrode width b, the out-of-plane thickness doop (which is the third spatial
dimension in the simulation) and the porosity ε. The latter is defined as

ε =
Vp
VT

where Vp is the volume of the pores (where the electrolyte is) and VT is the total volume of the electrode.
The pore volume can be written in terms of the total volume VT and the volume of the active material (+
carbon backbone) Va as Vp = VT − Va so that

ε =
VT − Va
VT

= 1− Va
VT

Looking at figure 12 again we can see that VT = h · b · doop and Va = N · l · b · doop with N the number of
pillars of active material. Then

ε = 1−
N · l · b · doop

h · b · doop
= 1− N · l

h
→ N =

h(1− ε)
l
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So the point here is that given h, l and ε the program will calculate the amount of pillars that is needed.
The distance between the pillars ∆h (see again figure 12) can be calculated as

∆h =
h− l
N − 1

By choosing ∆h this way, the pillars are evenly distributed in the electrodes.
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Appendix A: Different ion transport speeds

There are three mechanisms for the transport of ions in a dilute solution: diffusion (due to a difference
in concentration of the substance), migration (in an electric field) and convection (due to flow).

Suppose we have two tanks with battery material, each measuring 1 m on each side, one being the
anode and the other the cathode, connected to each other through a membrane. We are interested in the
flux of protons through this membrane (which has an area of 1 m2).

To quantify the movement of ions in solution we can use flux, ~N , with unit mol / (m2 · s). The slowest
of the transport mechanisms is diffusion, and the corresponding flux ~Nd is given by

~Nd = −Di · ~∇ci

where Di is the diffusion coefficient and ci is the concentration. We can take the extreme case in which
one of the tanks has a proton concentration of 1 M and the other of 0 M. The distance the ions have to
travel is on the order of a meter. This means that the concentration gradient is about 1 mol per m3 per
meter, of 1 mol / m4. Given a proton diffusion coefficient of about 10−8 m2/s this leads to a molar flux of
~Nd = 10−8 mol / (m2 · s). Another way to put thus is that it takes about three years to transport a mol
of protons through the plane connecting the two tanks.

In the case of migration we have the following equation:

~Nm = −zi · ui · ci · ~∇φ

where zi is the charge number of the ions, ui the mobility, ci again the concentration and φ the electric
potential. Protons have a charge number of +1. The mobility of the protons can be calculated using

ui =
DiF

RT

where Di is again the diffusion coefficient, F is the Faraday constant, R is the molar gas constant and T
is the temperature. At room conditions, and with the diffusion coefficient as defined above, the mobility
is then 3.8 · 10−12 m2 / (V · s). When you apply this formula it may seem that this mode of transport
is considerably faster than diffusion. Given the same battery setup, if we say that there is a potential
difference of 1 Volt between the tanks, then the gradient of the potential (the electric field) is 1 V/m.
Then ~Nm = 3.7 · 10−7 mol / (m2 · s). This means that it would take about a month to transport a mol
of ions. However, the electrolyte consists of mobile protons and water molecules that are (naturally)
polarised, and they will immediately shield the electric field in the battery. Effectively, then, there is no
electric field in the battery. This excludes ion migration as a mode of transport.

For convection we have the equation
~Nc = ci · ~u

where ~u is the convective flow speed. This is dependent on the flow which is entirely within our control.
Even if we set the flow to a very low number, something like a millimeter per second, we still have that
~Nc = 10−3 mol / (m2 · s). It then takes only several minutes to transport a mol of ions.
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Appendix B: Deriving the equation for the local current density

This appendix is devoted to deriving equation (2). Starting with equation (1) we observe that η = E−Eeq

in which we fill in Eeq from the Nernst equation as it is given in the text. For the first exponential term in
equation (1) (with αa) we then have

exp

(
αaFη

RT

)
= exp

(
αaF (E − Eeq)

RT

)
= exp

(
αaFE

RT

)
exp

(
−
αaFEeq

RT

)
= exp

(
αaFE

RT

)
exp

(
−αaF
RT

[
Eeq,ref −

RT

nF
ln

(
CR
CO

)])
= exp

(
αaFE

RT

)
exp

(
−
αaFEeq,ref

RT

)
exp

(
αa
n

ln

(
CR
CO

))
= exp

(
αaF (E − Eeq,ref)

RT

)(
CR
CO

)αa/n

=

(
CR
CO

)αa/n

exp

(
αaFη

′

RT

)
where I wrote η′ = E −Eeq,ref. For the second exponent with αc it’s the same, except that the minus sign
in front of αc means that the ratio CR/CO is ‘reversed’:

exp

(
−αcFη
RT

)
=

(
CO
CR

)αc/n

exp

(
−αcFη′

RT

)
We see that equation (1) then becomes

iloc = i0

((
CR
CO

)αa/n

× exp

(
αaFη

′

RT

)
−
(
CO
CR

)αc/n

× exp

(
−αcFη′

RT

))

This equation can be cleaned up more by observing that n = αa + αc:(
CR
CO

)αa/n

= C
−αa/n
O · Cαa/n

R

= C
−αa/n
O · Cαa/n−1

R · CR
= C

−αa/n
O · C(n−αc)/n−1

R · CR
= C

−αa/n
O · C−αc/n

R · CR

and then likewise (
CO
CR

)αc/n

= C
−αc/n
R · C−αa/n

O · CO

This means that we can write

iloc = i0 · C−αc/n
R · C−αa/n

O

(
CR exp

(
αaFη

′

RT

)
− CO exp

(
−αcFη′

RT

))
Since i0 already depends on the concentrations, we might just as well absorb the factor in front of the
brackets into it, that is, writing

i′0 = i0 · C−αa/n
O · C−αc/n

R

so that we end up with the final equation

iloc = i′0

(
CR exp

(
αaFη

′

RT

)
− CO exp

(
−αcFη′

RT

))
which is equation (2) in the text.
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